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The Best Metal Building Companies Of 2024: Key Players and Industry Insights

Metal building companies have gained popularity in recent years due to the numerous advantages they offer over traditional construction methods. Utilizing prefabricated steel components, these companies provide cost-effective and efficient…
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Stelco

Stelco is one of the most well-known Canadian steel companies and has been in operation for more than a century. Today, the company is an independent, vertically integrated steelmaker that…
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Great Western Buildings

Great Western Buildings provides pre-engineered steel buildings as well as metal building components. All of their building kits and components are made with 100% U.S. steel to deliver exceptional quality…
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Max Steel Buildings

Max Steel specializes in metal buildings in Tennessee and has been in business since 1997. Since its founding, the company has grown to become one of the largest metal building…
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Curvco Steel Structures

Curvco Steel Structures offer many unique, strong buildings that are 100% manufactured in the United States using US steel. The company distributes homes worldwide and can build structures of any…
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EcoSteel

EcoSteel is a leader in quality for steel frame houses and commercial steel buildings. The company designs, engineers and supplies pre-engineered steel buildings using eco-friendly construction systems. EcoSteel caters to…
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Federal Steel Systems

Federal Steel Systems (FSS) is one of the leading pre-engineered metal building companies in the industry. Industry veterans formed the company, offering years of experience in the metal building industry….
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Big Buildings Direct

Big Buildings Direct was founded on the concept of working hard for the customer. The company works closely with customers to provide an impeccable service, great aesthetics all while trying…
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Ramtech Modular Building Systems

In the world of commercial modular structures, Ramtech is an industry leader. The company has completed more than 3,500 projects since opening their doors in 1982. They offer a complete…
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Butler Buildings & Manufacturing

Butler Manufacturing has been in business for more than 120 years. When they opened their doors in 1901, they were true pioneers of the global metal building industry. Since then,…
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Car Wash Buildings

A car wash can be a lucrative business. But here’s the thing—it is not a business you can enter lightly. If you are looking to start up a company on…
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Police Department Building Architecture & Design

Are you in charge of hiring an architect to help you design a police station? While many police stations are incredibly basic, some are works of functional art. In this…
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Mechanic Shop Building Kits

If you need to build a mechanic shop, one of the easiest and more affordable options is to get a metal building kit. In this post, we are going to…
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Airplane Hangar Kits

Whether you have a small private plane or multiple commercial aircraft, your airplanes deserve the best possible protection while they are on the ground. We are going to go over…
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Space Frame Structures

Architects are turning to space frame structures when the goal of a building is to offer large, open spaces that have very few interior supports. Fewer interior supports allow the space…
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Hoop Buildings / Fabric Barn Kits & Uses

If you’re looking for an affordable, easy-to-build metal structure, a hoop building may be an excellent option for you. Their rounded design makes them similar to a Quonset hut, but…
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Metal Storage Units & Self Storage Buildings

Few businesses are as lucrative or dependable over the long term as self-storage. If there is one thing people are always going to need, it is more space. If you…
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Rhino Steel Buildings

In the world of prefab metal building kits, Rhino Buildings stands out in the crowd. With a reputation for offering quality and durability, Rhino is a go-to option for many…
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Metal Greenhouse Kits

Having a greenhouse gives you a specific type of freedom. It gives you the space and ability to grow the plants you want any time of year. If you enjoy…
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Church Building Designs

Churches are more than just places of worship; they also serve as places for the congregation to gather, socialize, learn and more. Metal buildings are ideal for this purpose because…
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RV Garage Plans

If you own a recreational vehicle and do not use it fulltime, you need somewhere safe to park it over the rest of the year.   For some, they rent an…
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Agricultural Farm Buildings

If you need to construct a dairy barn, equipment storage facility, or other agricultural building, a metal farm building can provide you with the durability and versatility you need at…
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Hunting Cabin Kits

Hunting cabins offer an ideal retreat for outdoor enthusiasts looking for a comfortable and functional space to rest during hunting trips. These cozy, inviting structures provide shelter and relaxation after…
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Kodiak Steel Homes

Kodiak Steel was founded in 1994 by Jerry and Mollie Koller. The company was established with the aim of providing affordable and durable housing solutions. Since then, Kodiak Steel Homes…
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Carolina Barns

Carolina Barns offers affordable, versatile structures that are also considered barn-style carports or carport barns. What is a Carolina Barn? Carolina barns feature an a-frame roofline, horizontal sheet metal and…
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Man Cave Ideas

Sometimes you just need some time and space to yourself. You want to pursue your own interests and decompress. A man cave offers you a place that is all your…
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VersaTube Building Systems

VersaTube’s motto is simple: Dream It. Build It. The company offers construction kits for adults with pre-engineered, steel building kits that can be customized to meet the needs of consumers….
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Shipping Container Workshops

Shipping containers are a popular, economical choice for people building homes or offices. Durable, long-lasting and affordable, containers can be converted into a functional space used for both residential and…
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The Ultimate Guide To Shipping Container Homes

Tiny houses and metal homes are both huge trends right now in residential home designs. At the intersection between the two are shipping container homes. If you’ve seen some photos…
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SHouse (Shop House) 101

Are you a woodcrafter, potter, mechanic, or other type of craftsman? If so, a traditional residence can severely limit the possibilities with your workshop. In fact, you might even end…
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Blue Sky Building Systems

Blue Sky Building Systems was founded in 2007. The company, headquartered in Southern California, aims to improve the efficiency of factory fabrication and bring light-gauge steel construction to the residential…
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Barndominiums Ultimate Guide

While looking into different types of metal buildings for your residential construction project, you probably have noticed that a new type of metal barn house called a barndominium that seem…
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Metal Building Homes & Prefab Kits

Compare Quotes From Licensed Contractors In Your State Save Up To 40% Of The Same Kit As Sold Direct From The Manufacturer Request Your Quote Free Quote Chances are good…
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Garage Kits

If you have been thinking about adding a garage to your property, you can build one yourself using a metal garage kit rapidly and affordably. Let’s consider the benefits of…
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We are here to help you build your next project.
Contact us with any questions for your project.


Call Now +1-855-202-1240

	



					

										
						
	
		
Over 10,000 Kits Sold



Average Savings Of Per Customer
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